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Preface 

 

This white paper is the first part of a strategic research initiative exploring recent and future trends 

in destination marketing and tourism development. The destination-as-a-platform concept reflects 

on the future role of local stakeholders as active participants in the digital visitor economy. Tourism 

development as a profession is going through a renaissance of sorts, enabled by technology and the 

ability to influence travel consumer choice and funnel visitor spend for the greater general good of 

resident communities. In this first installment, we build a case for destination-led loyalty programs 

and ask whether local stakeholders can leverage points-driven rewards schemes to achieve certain 

common objectives facing destination marketers globally. Our objective with the destination-as-a-

platform series is to test, validate, learn from and potentially help implement the concepts that 

arise from the process.  

 

Concepts 

 

Destination marketing, destination management, the visitor economy, loyalty marketing, coalition 

loyalty programs, loyalty point liquidity, destination alliances, economic impact, economies of scale, 

behavioral loyalty, attitudinal loyalty, tourism management, repeat visitation. 

 

Catalyst 

 

Airlines have loyalty programs, hotel chains have loyalty programs, credit cards have loyalty 

programs, and travel booking sites have loyalty programs. Why not destinations? Can cities and 

regions issue their own points and develop branded, rewards-driven loyalty initiatives as part of 

their visitor attraction strategies? 
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Imagine 

 

Imagine a destination-led rewards program that bridges the divide between visitors and locals. 

Let’s call it GoLocal. GoLocal is a club. It connects members to local establishments in places around 

the world. Members earn GoLocal points and get rewarded with savings on purchases at 

restaurants, theaters, immersive art installations, transportation, hotels, and museums.  

 

The GoLocal app is a powerful in-destination discovery tool. It also doubles as a local rewards 

program for everyday purchases including groceries, dining, and entertainment. Points earned at 

home can be spent across network in other participating destinations. 

 

 

 

Each destination has its own branded “chapter” which forms part of the GoLocal network. Tourism 

officials manage and promote their respective chapters and build an active base of local partners, as 

a way to differentiate the destination based on its unique attributes. Destination marketers work 

within the network to bring attention to their destination. Local chapters play a role in the global 
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governance of the program. GoLocal also helps foster economic development by funneling visitor 

dollars to local businesses. 

 

Members opt in and share valuable point-of-sale and geolocation data that destinations can use to 

foster healthier relationships between visitors and local residents. GoLocal also creates a consistent 

stream of revenue used for other tourism initiatives. Cities issue GoLocal points and sell them to 

local partners at a nominal mark-up to cover operating costs so the merchant can issue the points 

directly to customers. 

 

Sellers participate because GoLocal is an effective customer acquisition channel for high-value 

traveler consumers. GoLocal also doubles as their default local loyalty program. Small businesses 

pool their marketing resources under the GoLocal brand in order to compete on both quality and 

cost. Today, local merchants have few tools to attract and retain customers, let alone compete with 

multi-nationals. 

 

The Case 

 

GoLocal is a concept pieced together from existing and emerging business models and technologies. 

App-enabled local business loyalty programs already exist, but none currently incorporate travel-

related perks and content into their value proposition. We see an opportunity for tourism offices to 

work together with local stakeholders to build applications that combine both functions. The 

following points highlight some of the core reasons why travel is the right context to build 

destination-led loyalty programs. 

 

Leveraging local institutions to expedite seller adoption 

 

A central challenge to existing local points programs is fragmentation and seller adoption. Tourism 

offices can leverage their connections with the business community to assemble merchants and to 

educate them on the value proposition of the platform. Local chambers of commerce, economic 

development offices, special districts and other local organizing bodies could get involved; this 

would help DMOs strengthen their positioning with local stakeholders and board officials that fund 

their activities. 
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Leveraging place brand and purpose to expedite member adoption 

 

Leveraging affinity to place and community as a core brand element to the program marketing 

strategy would expedite member adoption. Demand for everything local is a prevailing trend, as 

consumers have grown more conscious of the impacts their purchase decisions have on individuals 

and community. Framing GoLocal as a purpose-driven initiative aimed at supporting local 

merchants and economies would add to program appeal with the consumer. 

 

Leveraging existing marketing resources to reduce program costs 

 

Utilizing existing resources and marketing channels to promote the program would mitigate costs 

associated with growing the member base. DMOs already allocate significant funds to attract and 

grow audiences to their digital real estate e.g. websites, social media, etc. These channels would be 

used to bring awareness to the program. The typical DMO website for a top-tier destination can 

receive 500,000 unique monthly visitors with high implied travel intent.1 

 

Leading DMO websites receive more. discoverlosangeles.com averages one million monthly 

visitors. At five percent conversion rate, a leading DMO could register thousands of members each 

month. Adoption across the GoLocal network could scale relatively quickly. The following adoption 

curve shows how said program could scale to over 800,000 members within the first year of launch, 

based solely on promotional efforts through DMO channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Similarweb search for Denver.org, choosechicago.com, and sftravel.com 
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Exhibit One: Hypothetical Member Adoption Curve at 5% DMO Website Conversion 

  

 

Source: LUFT calculations. Assumptions: Typical web traffic to top-tier destination: 500,000; Three cities onboarded 

within the first year for initial launch; One additional city onboarded each consecutive month; initial program conversion 

rate 5% based on web traffic; incremental (.01%) monthly conversion rate improvement. 

 

A recent passive mobile data collection study conducted by IPSOS, in partnership with Virginia 

Tourism, mapped out inbound and outbound visitor traffic to a typical DMO website. Over 72 

percent of arrivals originated from travel-related websites, with an additional 22 percent arriving 

from search properties e.g. Google – likely on specific destination keyword searches. The majority 

of outbound visitors continued on to shop for destination-related travel services. Restaurants, 

attractions, and assorted review sites accounted for 34% of outbound traffic.   
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Figure Two: What Sites Do Travelers Visit Before & After Visiting a DMO or Look 

Alike Website? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Passive mobile data collection study conducted by Virginia Tourism, IPSOs 

 

The bigger learning here is that DMO website visitors are high-intent travel shoppers, already deep 

into the travel purchase process. We consider this an opportunity to convert these visitors into 

loyalty program members. 

 

Scale to keep transaction costs low 

 

Existing third-party loyalty applications are profit-driven businesses which may translate into less 

value for sellers and members. The assumption here is that destination-led initiatives would 

achieve greater scale. This would help keep per-transaction costs lower while creating the cash 

flow necessary to pay for program operation. Program scale would also offer other non-

transactional revenue streams. Meta data on point-of-sale and geo-location data – for example. 

 

Key Concepts: Coalition Loyalty and Point Liquidity 
 

Modern loyalty points function increasingly like traditional currencies in their liquidity and ability 

to facilitate transactions between buyers and sellers.2 Innovations in mobile computing, payments 

and settlements, banking, and data security have reduced the friction and complexity in point 

collection and redemption schemes. 

                                                           
2 Loyalty points need to be more 'liquid', paymentssource.com 
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Loyalty programs are marketplaces 

 

The basic structure of a loyalty platform centers on the points issuer – in this case the destination – 

that enables value exchange between buyers and sellers. For example, credit card issuers purchase 

points from airlines, hotels, and other suppliers and then issue them back to their customers, in 

order to create value and product stickiness with their credit products (credit cards).3 Points 

issuers look for different ways to grow demand for their points. 

 

Real-World Examples 

 

AMEX Rewards program allows card members to collect points and to buy assorted goods on its 

website or convert points into dozens of airline or hotel programs. Payback.net is a coalition loyalty 

network covering mostly Germany which now has over 30 million members. Thousands of retailers 

participate in the program. Fivestars.com operates a nationwide network working exclusively with 

independent merchants to achieve economies of scale and network effects.4 United MileagePlus 

brings multiple sellers together under one loyalty currency. 

 

Amazon partners with various credit card issuers allowing shoppers to pay directly with points 

earned with their loyalty programs. Chase Ultimate Rewards, American Express Membership 

Rewards, and Citi’s Shop with Points program are connected to Amazon. The La Quinta Inns and 

Suites’ Redeem Away! program allows members to redeem points on credit card purchases. 

Members can link to a Visa credit card to receive automatic savings on purchases. 

 

This is a big business, which customers understand perfectly.  There is no reason why destinations 

should not tap into such revenue streams and ability to influence customer behavior by creating a 

similar marketplace for their stakeholders. 

 

New Applications Will Facilitate Value Transfer 

 

While these complex arrangements present certain technical challenges, the technology and 

infrastructure that enables liquidity within points networks is evolving rapidly. Third-party 

                                                           
3 U.S. Airlines Report Sky-High Profit From Frequent Flyer Programs, skift.com 
4 Fivestars.com 
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software-as-a-service providers are developing applications that unite existing programs under a 

common point system.5 Distributed ledger technology i.e. blockchain application developers are 

working with systems that may one day enable cheap, frictionless, real-time, and secure transaction 

and settlement processes to occur over decentralized networks.6 If implemented, destination-led 

loyalty initiatives would take best practices from these various arrangements to unite local 

vendors. 

 

Justification and Benefits For DMOs 

 

How would a destination-led rewards program complement existing place marketing strategies?  

What unique value would it create for members, sellers, and the organizing body tasked with 

managing and promoting the program?  

 

Tourism development entities vary in structure and function. Generally speaking, destination 

marketing organizations (DMOs) focus on brand and leisure travelers. Convention & visitor bureaus 

(CVBs) work on attracting events and corporate meetings. In other instances, local tourism 

promotion is integrated with economic development agency functions. 

 

The common mission among these groups is generally aligned and focused on maximizing the 

positive impact of visitor spend on local communities. This includes place branding and promotion 

and sometimes mitigating the negative externalities of tourism on local quality of life.7   

 

Economic Impact 

 

Tourism is a services export industry. Demand is sourced externally and fulfilled locally creating 

direct, indirect, and induced economic impacts. Visitor spend supports the establishments that 

employ the people that use local services.  The linkages between tourism and economic 

development are well documented. 

 

                                                           
5 Currencyalliance.com 
6 Making Blockchain Real For Customer Loyalty Rewards Programs, Deloitte 
7 Coping with success: Managing Overcrowding In Tourism Destinations, McKinsey & Co 
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The 48.5 million people that visited Los Angeles in 2017 generated an estimated $34.9 billion in 

economic impact.8 Tourism is estimated to drive 18% of all commercial revenues in Barcelona.9 

Visitor expenditures brought in $13.1 billion into the state of Missouri in 2016 generating a total 

economic impact of $16.5 billion.10 Tourism generated $1.73 billion in state and local taxes for the 

State of Virginia in 2017. 

 

GoLocal contribution: Destination-led rewards networks could amplify local economic impact by 

funneling visitor spend toward local establishments. A 2011 study conducted by the Maine Center 

for Economic Policy estimated that spend with locally owned businesses has roughly double the 

economic impact compared to representative national chain stores.11  GoLocal would curate 

independent hotels, arts & crafts stores, local dining establishments, theaters, museums, local 

markets, tours, attractions, and other businesses under a common loyalty program. 

 

Promoting Brand 
 

DMOs work to achieve a sense of place, brand, and identity that resonates with potential visitors. 

The marketing and creative campaigns that these groups disseminate aim to resonate with global 

audiences. The narrative creates a cohesive storyline and set of expectations. 

 

GoLocal contribution: A GoLocal program could help promote a sense of place by uniting local 

establishments under a common and globally recognized rewards program. Being part of the 

GoLocal network would showcase this unity to travel shoppers. 

 

Destination Management 

 

DMOs are taking on more product development and destination management functions.12 This 

includes understanding visitor behavior and designing local experiences and content to promote 

certain neighborhoods and amenities or funneling visitors away from over-trafficked attractions.  

 

                                                           
8 Los Angeles' Tourism Industry Generates Record $34.9 Billion in Economic Impact, discoverlosangeles.com 
9 Tourism In Barcelona Generates 18% Of Commercial Revenue, tourism-review.com 
10 Missouri Tourism: Impact And Opportunities, Missouri Division of Tourism 
11 Buying Locally Pays Big Dividends for Maine’s Economy, Maine Center for Economic Policy 
12 Interview with Esra Calvert, Director of Research for Visit Virginia 
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GoLocal contribution: GoLocal would offer valuable visitor data. Opt-in permissions set to track 

member geolocation patterns combined with anonymized spend data and other metrics would offer 

a wealth of actionable intelligence in real time. Analytics on visitor flows could be used to adjust 

and redirect ad spend. Local sellers could use the data to design experiences, promotional 

narratives, and adjusting price based on anticipated demand. 

 

DMOs also face common challenges: 

 

Funding 

 

Many DMOs are challenged to secure funding. These entities are typically publicly funded through 

taxes collected by hotels and other accommodations providers. This funding method is contentious 

in part because these parties already pay high sums to acquire customers through direct and third-

party marketing channels. 

 

GoLocal contribution: Participating DMOs would collect nominal margin on points issued through 

the program. Revenue would be used to cover program operations and other expenses including 

digital advertising and content development. Scale is a consideration. Larger networks create more 

opportunity to drive meaningful revenue through the program. 
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New Orleans:  Revenue Opportunity Scenario 

 

Source:  LUFT calculations; Notes: * based on 2017 New Orleans MSA population; ** based on 2017 New Orleans visitor 

volumes *** represents the average points share issued on total spend, used by sellers to incentivize customer. 

 

Data Collection 

 

Today’s tourism offices have reinvented themselves somewhat with the help of modern marketing 

tools and analytics. With better intelligence destination marketers aim to: 

 

• Monitor visitor inflows and outflows  

• Identify key demand markets 

• Target desired “customers” with advertising 

• Adjust brand values and messaging to attract visitors 

• Target visitor profiles that matching local product 

• Influence visitor behavior in-destination 

 

GoLocal contribution: DMOs could offer point incentives in exchange for opt-in permissions to 

access geolocation, point-of-sale, anonymized visitor profile data and past visit data. Here we stress 

that data should not be used to engage members with targeted advertising. Any personalization 
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that takes place on the platform should involve content curation and recommendations based on 

member preference and past behavior. This would set GoLocal apart from existing travel search 

engines that operate on a pay-to-play model. DMOs could start incentivizing visitors long before 

they arrive in destination - because GoLocal has the reach to differentiate the destination among the 

GoLocal members worldwide. 

 

Repeat visitation 

 

Promoting behavioral and attitudinal loyalty is a strategic priority for DMOs. Targeting repeat 

visitors helps ensure longer-run direct demand with beneficial network effects, as “loyal” visitors 

advocate on behalf of destinations via social networks, word-of-mouth etc. Repeat visitors also 

display different - and in certain cases - more desirable behavior in how they spend time in-

destination. For example, repeat visitors may opt to explore beyond heavily trafficked attractions 

popular with first-time visitors. 

 

GoLocal contribution: Destinations can engage past visitors and GoLocal members with updates 

on new attractions, venues, and events. Additional GoLocal points could be offered as incentive to 

come back during off-peak periods or during different seasons. 

 

Program Architecture & Features 

 

The following are some hypothetical characteristics of what a destination-led, points-driven reward 

network might look like. These attributes consider a network model where destination chapters are 

part of a bigger network of destinations.  

 

General features and rules 

 

• GoLocal is designed for local merchants and establishments. Businesses of a certain size e.g. 

global chain restaurants and coffee houses could be excluded from participating. 

• The GoLocal Network is the governing body comprised of GoLocal Chapters e.g. GoLocal 

Seattle or GoLocal San Francisco. 
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• The GoLocal Network is a non-profit entity responsible for funding and managing cloud 

infrastructure, overarching technology, and for setting standards. 

• GoLocal Chapters are responsible for promoting and managing the program locally. 

• The value proposition for sellers and members increases as the network grows. 

• GoLocal’s three interfaces: The Member portal for content discovery, the Admin portal for 

seller/member management & reporting, and the Seller portal used to adjust offers. 

• The mobile app is a user-friendly interface connecting members to a simple directory of 

participating destination “chapters” e.g. Boston, Memphis, etc. 

• Seller listings are discoverable on the dedicated chapter site which is dynamic, mobile-

friendly, and content rich. 

• Dual purpose for the seller i.e. as the default local customer loyalty program and as a 

traveler acquisition channel for hotels but also for small merchants and even grocers.  

• Members can collect and/or redeem points across the entire network in all chapters. 

• Sellers adjust point issuance/redemption thresholds for greater visibility with visitors. 

 

Member Features and Rules 

 

• GoLocal points are earned as a percentage of the purchase value set by the merchant. 

• GoLocal points are redeemed as a percentage discount of the total purchase value. 

• Members can also earn points for non-purchase activity - such as referring a friend, 

completing a product/service review, participating in a survey, mentioning the destination 

positively via Social Media, etc. 

• Members can redeem points and earn points on the cash paid portion of the transaction. 

• The GoLocal app has an integrated digital wallet showing member balance and history. 

• Seller categories can include: hotels, restaurants, activities, local merchants, grocers, etc. 

• Sellers adjust discount thresholds based on margin and demand. 

• Points are earned and redeemed with app code or member telephone number. 

• Members switch between local and travel mode to access destination chapter “storefronts”. 

• Storefronts are organized on map layer with pinned locations similar to Google Maps. 

• Sellers compete for visibility by setting higher/lower collection and redemption thresholds.  
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Member Scenario: Mary lives in Seattle and often travels for work and leisure. The GoLocal Seattle 

chapter now has over 100 local merchants, including her favorite independent grocer, coffee shop, 

and movie theater. In a typical month, Mary spends around $500 with participating local sellers, 

collecting approximately $10 (2%) worth in GoLocal points (1,000 points). She often spends her 

points on coffee because Ted’s Cafe allows up to ten percent redemption on drink purchases with 

GoLocal points. For her typical $5 purchase at Ted’s, Mary saves 50 cents.  

 

Last June, Mary went to San Francisco for a weekend getaway. San Francisco is also part of the 

GoLocal network. For accommodations, she decided on the Bayview Hotel which she found on the 

GoLocal app. Bayview recently increased its GoLocal savings cap to 10 percent. She decided to use 

up her remaining balance in her GoLocal wallet to book the room. She also earned 900 points on the 

transaction.  

 

In total, Mary spends $700 dollars while in San Francisco with participating GoLocal members 

earning her 1,400 points. On her last night, Mary celebrates with dinner and friends and uses those 

points to buy a round of drinks. 

 

Redeem and Earn Scenario 

 

Maintaining simplicity in points earnings and redemption would help scale the program. In the 

following scenario, the member pays for a $100 item with $90 in cash and the rest in points. The 

seller also issues the member points on the cash portion of her payment. This particular seller sets 

her points earnings settings at 4%. With existing loyalty programs, members either earn or redeem 

points in a single transaction, but not both. This may present a technical challenge but also an 

opportunity to build in significant value, since customers are incentivized from both ends. 
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Seller Features & Rules 

 

High volume, low margin businesses are usually the places that customers earn the most points, but 

redemptions are typically with lower volume, higher margin providers of experience. 

 

• Sellers acquire customers by offering point reward and redemption as percentage of sale. 

• Sellers adjust points rewards and redemption thresholds to meet their business model. 

• Dual-function local loyalty program + high-spender visitor customer acquisition platform. 

• Robust yet flexible loyalty rules engine with adjustable points award/issuance thresholds.   

• Automatic settings to streamline program management during normal operations. 

• Integration with existing point-of-sale and accounting systems. 

• Market dashboard displaying live-time projected demand and visitor volumes in-region. 

 

Seller Scenario: Ted, the owner of Ted’s Cafe in Seattle, was looking for a loyalty program to boost 

sales and lower marketing costs. He received an invite to join GoLocal and jumped on it because it 

gives him exposure with local customers but also with travelers, which typically spend more. He is 

focused on growing his customer base and decided to set up his point redemption threshold at 10 

percent. GoLocal is a cost-effective customer acquisition channel for him. He also likes it when 

visitors tag Oscar - his golden retriever - on Instagram. This improves his rankings with Google. 

 

Chapter Manager Features & Rules 

 

• Chapter managers use their intimate knowledge of local offerings to curate seller partners. 

• Chapter managers are responsible for engaging and onboarding participating sellers. 
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• Chapter managers troubleshoot inbound requests and questions. 

• Chapter managers launch promotional campaigns e.g. newsletters. 

• Chapter managers report insights back to stakeholders and participating sellers. 

• Chapter managers work with seller and other chapter partners to analyze visitor data. 

 

Chapter Manager Scenario: Kathy has been the GoLocal Seattle chapter manager for over a year 

now. She is a die-hard Seattle resident and knows all of the cool spots. She has a background in 

marketing and tourism research. Her job is to ensure members and sellers are getting the most out 

of the program. Under her watch, the chapter onboarded a total of 50 new sellers and has signed on 

seven thousand new members. She is always on the lookout for new hip spots that would 

complement the program. She sends out a weekly email update to members and sellers informing 

them of new developments, merchants, and engagement metrics. 

 

Program Imperatives for Success 

 

Reward programs come with practical challenges. Coalition programs partially address the 

fragmentation issue by uniting multiple sellers under one loyalty currency. They also have their 

own challenges. This includes onboarding the right mix of sellers to attract members; adoption 

requires integration with point-of-sale systems, training of staff, and other managerial and 

operational adjustments. Many sellers already participate in at least one loyalty program. Any 

additional layer would need to offer sustained return on investment either in new customer 

acquisition, or by increasing total spend per customer. Achieving scale requires modest investment 

in digital infrastructure, personnel, and marketing. Merchant adoption is arguably the more 

pressing challenge, since participation requires integration with normal business function.  

 

In this context, we identify and prioritize the following three general imperatives for successful 

program implementation: 

 

Three Imperatives 

  

1. Deliver return on investment for merchant 

2. Create perceived value for the member 

3. Achieve buyer/seller economies of scale 
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Conclusions & Next Steps 

 

Loyalty marketing is an evolution in progress facilitated by innovations in digital technology more 

generally. Despite the implementation challenges, points-driven programs are popular with the 

consumer. The travel theme is powerful context from which geographically-targeted local loyalty 

programs could emerge. In turn, tourism development officials should be well positioned to 

participate as a complement to their evolving roles as destination promoters and visitor economy 

managers. This is the first part of a strategic research initiative aimed at validating and hopefully 

seeing the implementation of some of these concepts in to tourism development best practices. 

Follow-up reports and insights will focus on refining the business case and overall operating 

mechanics. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

This white paper was issued as part of the Destination-as-a-Platform Initiative, a strategic multi-

partner research initiative aimed at exploring innovation and opportunity in the new digital visitor 

economy. 

 

For more information or please visit:  www.luft/net/daap or contact: 

Luke Bujarski, Founder & CEO 

LUFT Group 

Email:  lb@luft.net 

Phone: +1.312.206.0505 

 

About: LUFT is strategic research advisory firm helping travel industry brands & investors 

anticipate change in a rapidly shifting digital landscape. 
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